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A COMPACT APPROACH TO PUS 10N POWERREACTORS

The potential of the Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP) for
cieve 1opment into an efficient, compact, copper-coil fusion
reactor has been quantified by comprehend ive parametric
tradeoff studies. These compact systems promise to be
competitive in size, poner density, and cost to alternative
energy sources. Conceptual ●ngineering designs that largely
substantiate these promising results have since been completed.
This 1000-MWe(net) design !s described along with a detailed
rationnle and physics/technology assessment for the compact
approach to fusion.

1. STUDY RATIONALE AND DESIGN BASIS

The difficulties encountered by large nuclear systems in
penetrating the US electrical-power market can be attributed to
ca~lses generally related te insufficient Standardization.
Recent approaches based on small fission reactors [1,2] have
been su~gested as solutins. In particular, factory (off-site)
fabrication and quality control methods result itl systems ‘hat
follow ~conomjc learning curves, reducing costs as unit
production numbers increase and avoiding one-of-a-kind system
costs, Plant standardization minimizes site-specific licensing
procedures, which are further alleviated by a nuclear systcm
that is better isolated, reduced in volume, and
fabricated/tested under more controllable conditions. Finally,
systems of lower total cost greatly improve the financial
condition for the ●lectrlc utili(y [3] ●ven though the unit
costs ($/kWe) may b~ greater,

The aforementioned problems are expected [4-6] to be
exacerbated for fusion power systems projecting an end product
that may be considerably larger in mize and lower in
fusion-power-core (i’PC, l-e, , plasma chamber, first wall,
blanket, shield, and coilw) power density. Even using tenth-
of-n-k!nd co:~;nf, (item developed learning curvec, mass
production, . these fusion plants will have 1,5-2 times
~reater capital cobta; more realistic one-of-a-kind costs c m
easily lend to capital comts that rnre at least 2-3 times
greater lhnn present fission systems, A competitive fusion
system would s?’ek to increase the power density of the nuclear
source sub!ecl to renl istic phy~ics, engineering, materials,
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nnd safety constraints . Several fusion systems have been
identified [7] that potentially lead to more compact,
higher-power-density options, including resistive-coil toka.rmks
and compi~ct toroids, with the Compact Reversed-Field Pinch
Reactor (CRFPR) design [6] being summarized here.

11. REACTORDESIGN POINT

The efficient heating and confinement of plasma by the lUP
(high beta, low fields at coils, ohmic heating) permits a thin
blanket/shield (- 0.6-0,7 m) and resistive (copper-alloy)
coils, both being essential for significant increases in FPC
power densjty. TF,E cost of ●lectricity (COE) for a complete
range [6] of cost optimized designs is depicted in Fig. 1. The
implications of decreasing the first-wall loading, lW, net
● lectric power, pE , and system size (r , with the minimun<OE
designs insensitive to aspect ratio)pare shown as constrained
by the exper~mentally derived confinement scaling,
7=

E
I~r~f(Pd)t u = 1-1.5, and f(pl,,j = (0.13/170)2 < 1, where

te beta dependence is presumed analogous to
neutral-beam-heated tokamnks [6]. The minimum<OE base case
chosen for a conceptual design study is elaborated in Table I
and illustrated in Fig. 2. Although the increase in COl:
resulting from increased phys!cal size and reduced FPC powel-
density is not great for the parameter range examined in
Fig. 1, the goal to investigate technology limits and to
maintain a single- or few–piece FPC maintenance scheme resulted
in operation at the shallow COE minimum for PE = 1000 We.

111. REACTOR OPERATION

The time-depende],t plasma engineering model [6] is driven
by the poloidal-f ield-coil circuit (?FC) which is divided into
an Ohmic-Heat in~.+oil (OHC) set used to drive flux and the

Equilibrium-Field-Coil (EFC) set. Precharging the OHC to
33.5 MA-turns in 16,3 s by a 1. %kV , 350-MWe grid source

provides h U energy storage, which is then resistively
decayed while operating the OHC and EFC in parallel, drivin~
the plasma current, lP, to 12 MA in 12 s. Reapplying the grid
source establishes

i
1 OHC/EFC currents of 18.4/213/

11.0 MA-turns, respecti cly, in 8 s The WP configuration
[d =Bti(r )/<B > = 1.55,
- 12% o? th$ full plasma cu re t as the toroldeilr;;~;~sco;;F - ‘f(rE)’’<B@> = ‘0’ ‘~]
(TFC) varies B (r ) from 0.4 to -0.4 T Supplyil,g the bulk of
the internal ‘to?oidal flux, p = rrr2<B >, from th~ PFC circuit
Yh the experimentally observed “dyn~opeffect” min!nrizes the
IFC system requirements , Calculating one-dimensional plasma
equlllbrla based on experimentally derived plasme profiles
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[force-free currents, T(r) = n(r) - JO(Kr)], integrating all
plasma properties over the cross section, and following the
energetic particles by a Fokker-Planck formalism models the
plasma res onse.

i
Taking the electron conduction,

Tce = 5(10)- 1pr2(0.13/#?fl)2 for
7

/lo>o.13, and particle,
= 4Tce,

‘pi conf nement times, the initial (1-mtorr) filling
density is increased to the final value by a fueling rate held
below 1.3 XIj/T ~.

!
Ignition is reached by ohmic heating in 6 s;

the scaling = l/p~ saturates the ignited 10-keV burn at

Bfl = 0.23, whlcfieincludes pressure from superthermal particles.

The sustenance of 1 against resistive decay by in-phase
oscillation ~f the TF~ and PFC circuits (“F+ pumping”) is
proposed [6]. Reversed-field-pinch ●xperiments demonstrate a
remarkable coupiing between these circuits as the plasma
prcfer$n~ially maintajns a constant average magnetic helicity,
K=\ AxBdVp, and operates within a narrow range of specific O
nnd F values, Current-drive parameters ix?clllde 50-Hz

fractional toroideil flux swings of 15w/p = 0,01 and toroidel
current swings of 61

d
<Iv>,= 0.004! If the OHC current were

driven to zero upon achlevlng steady state, the 73 MWe consumed
by that coil set would be available for use by the current
drive and to supply the plasma resistive dissipation
(25.3 We).

Iv. FUSION-POWER~ORE (FPC) INTEGRATION

The FPC engineering design and integration concentrated on
the in–vacuum components (IVCS: first-wall, limiter, vacuum
pumping), blanket/shield neutronics and thermohydraulics, and

the magnet systems Uniformity radiating 90 Z of the 5 hfW/m2
charged-partjcle and ohmic powers, the remaining
particle-transport loss is delivered to a toroidal array of 24
poloidal

3
umped limiters operating at a peak local heat flux of

6.0 hfW/m and contributing to 40 Z of the first-wall area,
Because Bp << B at the plasma edge, poloidal

Y
pumped iimiters

or toroidal-fie d diverters [8] are preferable impurity-control
schemes for the RFP, The 112–m2 first-wall area 1s comparable
to the 62-m2 limiter area for STARFIRE [9], which is designed
to withstand a surface–beet flux of 4 MW/m2. A high-strength
copper alloy is proposed for the first-wal l.ll imiter surface and
provides a sufficient ●ngineering design margin contingent upon
two predominant uncertainties; a) sputtering effects which
invoke the use of Iow-Z ccntings [9] and high plasma-edge
temperature , and b) radiation damage effects incurred durinE
the structural lifetim~ (15 MWyr/m2 for the Table 1 design,
values as low as - 5 MWyr/m2 being allowed by economic).
Separate pressurized-water coolant loops are used for the
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lirniter and first wall, with the first-wall coolant returning
in the blanket structural (HTd9 ferritic alloy) “second wall”

to satisfy corrosion-related temperature constraints.

The high peak power density in tbe blanket (250 MWt/m3,
comparable to that in a fis~ion reactor care) necessitates a

liquid-metal coolant/breeder. A 0.6-m-thick flowing Pb ~Li17
!(90 % 6Li) blanket has a tritium breeding ratio of 1.0 and

multiplies the 14.1-MeV neutron energy by 1.28. These
two-dimensional neutronics calculations [6] quantify tradeoffs
incurred because of desjgn choices that: a) place water-coolant
manifolds near the first-wall region, and b) specify first-
wali/conducting-she 11 thicknesses in ●xcess of 5 m.
Surrounding the blanket js a neutron reflecting shield
consisting of 90 z stainless steel (316) and 10 ?4 H20, which
also serves a structural function for the FPC. The
combinations of first-wal l\second–wal 1 thickness,
memifold/header placement, breeder cilrichment , and shield
albedo enhancement combine in a inulti–dimens ional geometry to
provide an important optimization for this desirGbly thin
blanXet/shield system; higher breeding m~rgins are achieved by
modest increases in the blanket thickness [6].

Surrounding this blanket/shield structure are 24, 0. 075-m
thick, TFCS producing a maximum toroidal field of 0.6–0.7 T at
the windings. The PFC system is located outside the TFC set
and is divided int~ a 20-coil 100-turn OHC sysLem (394 tonnes)
and a 12-coil 130-turn EFC system (404 tonnes). All coils use
water-cooled copper-alloy conductors that are insulated with
powdered or plasma-sprayed MgO or MgA1203. The ,nax i mum
conductor resistivity increase (from Ni and ZrI transi,lutation
products) and (MgO) insulator swelling are expected to be
0.7-1,4 Z and 0.09 v/o per annum, respectively, indicating II
lifetime for these coils far exceeding that for the first-
wall/blanket/shield system,

kl.nunl replacement of th(? 45.~-tonne first-wall/blanket
system (17,9 kg/MWtyr or 20,000 MWtd/tonne) for the design
IIfetlme (15 MWyr,/m2) increment!; the COE by less than 1 % for a

fabricated material cost of $50/kg. The performance of the
copper-alloy first–wall/limiter components represent the
greatest uncertainty resultinE from degradation of thermal
properties, buildup of transmutation products, and sputtering.
Penalties reflected by increased COE do not become excessive if
1“ exceeds - 5 MWlm2, requiring a lifetime of 2 5 MWyr/m2 an
derived from the comprehensive mode 1 reluting first-all
loading, FPC lifrt ime, maintenance requirements , and plant
availability (Fig, 1).
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The isometric view in Fig. 2 shows access &t the outbo~rd
equatorial plane for all coolants, Vmcuum, and ●lectrical
lines. Both pressurized+vater and PbLi coolant ducts are sized
to assure critical limits on water flow velocity (- )0 m/s),
PbLi pressure (1.1 MPa), and pumping power (1,3 Z of the gross
electric power) are satisfied. The top half of the PFC set,
(400-tome total) would be IifLed in two sections, exposing tt.e
off-site manufactured and pretested 300-tonr,e first–wall/-
bla.nket/ shield/TFC unit for replacement as a single assemb!y
Guring the annual maintenance period. The FPC replacement time
compared to the time to replace a smaller segment of a larger ,
?ow-power-density torus is an important unresolved tradeoff.

v. CONCLUS1ONS

The physics and engineering characteristics of key FPC
engineering systeins have been broadly described, quant~fied,
and integrated for a high-wall-loading, compact RF? reactor.
The RFP is one of a class of approaches that can confine
high-beta plasma without excessive toroidal magnetic fields at
●xternal conductors. Hence, efficient, resistive-coil systems
are possible with a FPC m~ss and volume reduced by factors in
●xcess of 20 when compared with superconducting systems of
similar power rating ; both reduced cost and single-piece FPC
maintenance of a factory-produced system become possible.
Furthermore, unique and highly efficirnt plasma heating and
steady state current-drive systems ‘that are inherent to the RFF’
may be possible. Although this study stressed impurity control
by high-wall-coverage (poloidal) pumped limiters, the ability
to use closely coupl ed rzsis~;ve coils allows serious
consideration and enhanced practicality of (toroidal-fie]d)
magnetic diverters, Last’y, although this study stressed the
minimum-cost , 1000-MWc(ner.), - 20-MW/rn2(nrutrons) design

(Fig. 1), comprehensive parm~etric studies show acceptable cost
penalties for lower-wall -loading FF’CS [5-10 WW/m2(ncutrons)] of
nominally the same physical size, operating with reduced power
density, delivering reduced totlil power, but nevertheless
projecing a competitive system This robustness allows the
use of alloys based on metals other tha:l coppel while still
projecting a significantly improved ●nd product. Maintenance
of the regenerative RFP dynamo at higher pl~sma pressuies while
retaining the already reactor-relevant beta with increasing
current is cent-al to achieving this competitive ●nd product.
The radiation response and lifetime of the copper-allciy

‘ f~rst-wall and llm~ter systems, control of wall erosion and
plasma impurities, and a quanti~ative understanding of FPC
reliabil~ty and r~placement timew, all am they affect plant
availability md COE , represent are~a where technology
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development is needed. The RFP, nevertheless, presents a
robust piasma confinement system capable of providing a range
of rcnctor systems that are compact in both physical size
and/or net power output while assuring acceptable cost and
engineering feasibility f~r a range of assumed physics (beta,
transport) performance.
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TABLE I

KEY CRFPR PLASMA AND ENGINEERING PAJUiMETERS

~~
Net ●lectric power (MWe)
Gross electric power (MWe)
Total thermal power (MWt)
Gross power–conversion efficie c

?7
(z)

Overall plant availability (Z) a
Major radius (m)
Plasma radius (average) (m

iNeutron-wall loading (MW/m )
First wrill/blanket\shield/TFC mass (tonne)
Maximum OHC field burn/startup (T)
Toroidjl plasma current (MA)
Field at plasma edge/axis (T)
Average poloidal/total beta
Average DT density (1020/m3)
Average DT ion temperature (keV)

J~ -v (First-wall/limiter)
Material
Heat flux (MW/m2)
Coolant tube thickness (mm)
Coolant (inlet/outlet) (K)
Flow rate (kg/s)
Pump power (MWe)

~~.~
Blanket coolant/breeder
Thickness (m)
Tritium breeding/energy multiplication
Inlet/outlet. temperature (K)
F1OW rate (kg/s)
Pumping power (MWe)
Structure
Structural shield construction (v/o)
Structural shield thickness (m)

et coils
Material (v/o)

Total TFC/OHC/EFC mass (tonne)
OHC/EFC turns ratio
OHC/EFC lead current during burn (MA)
inductive/Resistive startup flux (

r]TFC/OHC/EFC dissipated power (MWe) b

100C.
1227.
3365.
36.5
75.
3,0
0.71
19.5
30’7.
4.5/9,2
18.4
5.2/9.5
0.23/0.12
6.6
10.0

Cu alloy
5.0/6,0
1.0,/0,8

(463/537)/(463/545)
4899./1311,
1.85/0.94

~ 3Li17 (90 Z 6Li)
.!

1.03/1.28
623./773.
72,840.
13.2
HT-9(ferrltic alloy)
90 Z 316SS/10 Z H20
0.1

70Z Cu/20% 316SS/10Z H20
MgO or MgA1203 (25 kv)
72,f3/394a/404
100./80.
0.213/0.135
220/26
12.6/73.0/53.5

(a)mual down time is a minimum of 60 (unscheduled) plus 26
(scheduled) days, with ●ach scheduled changeout o! the

first-wall/blm.ket/shield/TFC unit requiring 28 days,
giving a plant availability that decreases with increasing
first-wall loadings.

(b)OHC power available for current-drive subsystem du’ing

burn,
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Fig. 1. Dependence of COE on rp for a range of P
f

values,
Also shown are lines of constant first-wa 1 neutron
loading, 1 The locus OfIv‘ points where the
confinement time dictated by economics equals IS range
of possible RFP physics confinement-time scalings of
I.he form TI(KFP) = l~r~f(~) is also shown for a range
of current exponents, v, where f(~ti) = (0.13/I?lfl)2 4 1
and pti= 0,2. Key system parameters for the
1000-~e(net) base case are given on Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Isometric view of the .lRFPR f~sion power core showing
one of the 24 integral sectors that together constitute
the single toroidal FPC unit (plasma chamber/
first wall/blarAet/shield/toroi dal-field coil),
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Dependence of COE on rp for a range of P

values. Also shown are lines of constant first–wal f
neutron loading, lW. T’hE locus of points wnere the
confinement time dictated by economics equals a ranee of

possible RFP physics ccmfinement-tirne scalings of the form
TE(RFP) u l~r~f(#?) is also shown for a current
exponents, u, wher e f (@d) = (0,13//lo2rY~ean~f#d = 0.2.
Key system parameters for the 1000-MWe(net) base case nre
given on Table 1,

Figure 2. Isometric view of the CRFPR fusion power core
showing one of the 24 intedral sectors tkgt together
constitute the single toroidal FPC unit (plasma
c“nmnber/first wall/blanket/shield/toroidal-f ield coil).


